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SQUATTER SETTLEMENTS (GECEKONDU): A COMMON
PHENOMENON iN THIRD WORLD URBANIZATION
Yusıif ŞAHİN •.

1. INTRODUCTION
in the developed world, the most rapid urban growth took place over a century ago.
By 1995; more than 70 percent ofthe population in both Europe and the North America was
living in urban areas. Urban growth continues, although ata much slower ~ate on average
than the previous decades. Much ofthe population shift now under way involves movement
away from concentrated urban centres to vast, sprawling metropolitan regions or to smalland immediate-size cities (United Nations, 1996: 3).
in newly developing countries, cities are also grow.ing very rapidly. Latin American
and th~ Caribbean constitute the most urbanised region, with more than 70 percent of its
population living in urban areas in 1995. Rapid urbım growth is continuing especially in
small- and immediate-size cities (United Nations, 1996: 3), though somewhat more slowly
than in the past. However, present urban popu lations are so large that even slightly
declining growth rates will mean enormous growth 1 in actual numbers of people in cities in
the lesser ·developed regions (Duben and Emrealp, 1993: 2) .
. By contrast, Africa and Asia are now only about 30 .to 35 percent urban. it is in this
regions that the most explosive growth is under way, at roughly 4 percent per year. T.his
trend is projected to continue for several decades. Both Asia and Africa are to be expected
to be about 54 percent urban by 2025 (United Nations: 1996: 3).
1

This massive movement of people from rural areas to cities is not random process.
Migrants generally choose to go to the largest cities where presumably the greatest
opportunities lie (Duben and Emrealp, 1993, p.2), they provide, on average, greater social
and economic benefits than do rural areas.
'
One commonly used metric for measuring high urbanisation and its growth is the
I

.

' 'Arş . Gör. Ankara Üniversitesi Siyasal Bilgiler Fakültesi.
1

Roughly 150.000 people are added to the urban population of developing countries every
day. (United Nations, 1996: 4).
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"megacity", defıned llS a city with a population exceeding 8 million. in 1950, just two such
megacities existed: New ' York, with a population of 12.3 ' million, and London, with 8.7
million . By 1990, there were 21 megacities, 16 of them in the developing world. Thete will
.
bel33 ınegacities, 27 in tpe developiiıg world (Unhed Nations, 1996: 8).
il. REASONS FOR URBAN GROWTH

We can classlfy reasons for urban growth as follow~:
1. Economic Crowth

The steady increase in tlie level of urbanisation wodd-wide since the 1950s retlects,
to a large degree:· the enorınous changes in the nature and scale of ecoıiomic activity
world-w ide. Urban growth is inextricab ly linked w'ith ec,onomkgrowth, although it is not
entirely .clear which fuels whkh. Aggregate and per capita incomes tend to1 be higher in
ınore urbanised regions of the world (United Nations, 1996: 10). 2 c,ities provide a natura)
locu s for economic growth . Because, cities
1. optimise the use of huınan and me~hanical energy,
2. allow for fast, cheep transportation,
3. provide tlexible, highly productive labour markets,
4. facilitate a diffusion of products, ideas and human resources be,tween urban,
suburban, ex urban , and rural spaces. And also,
4. commerce and industry concentrate1 in cities .because of. the economies of scale
they offer,
ı

5. the higher capital investınent caı.ısed by urbanisation brings health and social that
could be achieved in rural areas only at far greater costs,
6. the.data are sparse and not always reliable, but access to drinking water sanitation,
health services, and educati0nal opportunities is. often higher than 'İn rural areas. Asa result,
life expectancy is usually signifıcant ly higher and infant mortality significantly lowçr in
urban. areas overall than in rural areas. These benefits, however, do not extend to the poores't
groups, gecekondu in Turkey, within a city, mostly (United Nations, 1996: 1O).
I

2

Fora similar assessme~t, see Sezal ( 1992); Alpar and Yener ('1993) ~
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2. Migration and Natural Population lncrease
/

in addition to economic activity, major demographic forces .underlie urban growth.
in. the earlier waves ·ofindustrialisation, rapid urban growth was largely fuelled by ruralto-urban migration. in the developing countries, the natura! increase of urban population is
at least as important as migration. For example, urbanisation in China and Vietnam has been
more dependent upon natura! population growth (the excess of births over deaths) than on
rural-urban migration (Laquian, 1996: iii). in the ttıird section of this paper,. Turkish
migration process will be explained broadly.
3. Reclassification ·. of City Boundarie s

Anot.her contributor .to urban growth is the reclassifıcation of city boundaries , which
calı result 'in dramatic changes in the urban ~ize. For example, if we suppose city as a
location which have twenty thousands people or more. urbanization rate of Turkey is 60,9.
percent in 1995 . However, if the city is supposed as a location which have two thousands
people or more 3, urban rate of Turkey is 79,1% percent in ·1994 (State Planning
·
Organization, 1995: 125). ·
4. Employme nt Opportuni ties

· Alınost every developing co,unties, möre rural dwellers are attracted to the cities.than
can be fully employed by the urban economy, and particularly by the industrial sector
(Danielson and Keleş, 1980: 275). However, as in most of Turkey's larger cities,
unemployment or underemployment is a signifıcant problem in most cities in developing
countries, because the forma! sectors of economy in Africa, Asia and Latin America are
4
rates these cities
unable to' absorb the enorınous influx of workers • Given the urbanisation
5
•
are now experiencing, the demand for new jebs wil,I be intense
Ali of before reasons are effective on urbanization, however, migration is expected
to be a major factor for urban growth in the coıning years in regions with large rural
populations, especially those where rural povertyı is rampant, as in Africa and ·parts of Asia
·
(Laquian, 1996: v).
According to Municipality Law · (No: 1580), city is a location with having two thousands
people or more.
4
,53). Moreover, for the informal
· Eor the informal sector'·s features, see Thoınas ( 199'.?:
sector' s functions in the economies of developing countries, see Drakakis-Smith ·( 1996:
.
681).
5
Starting in 1990, it is estimated that an additional 35 milli'on jobs per year will be required
to provide employment to ali new labour force (United Nations, 1996: l J- .J2).
3
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111. SQUATTER SETTLEMENTS iN THIRD WORLD COUNTRIES

t. The Emerging of the Squatter Settlements
Squatter settlements emerged mostly by country people are part ofa basic process of
rural migration and urbanisation in many nations in the newly developing countries.
Population growth , economic development, industrialization, and mechanization of
agriculture changes in land tenure, and increased communication and transportation have ali
contributed to the unprecedented intensity and scope of rural migration and urbanisation
(Karpat, 1976: 7).
in the literature, scholars argue that there are four reasons which cause migration.
First, "push factors ", population in the rural areas are pushed out of rural areas by such
factors as poverty, lack of land, declining agricultural work, agricultural "mechanisation, war
(Sezal, 1992: 35), and natura! disasters, such as earthquakes, floods, volcanoes, droughts,
the violence of political upheavals, c'ivil strife, such as in Colombia from 1948 to 1958,
known as La Violencia (Thomas, 1992: 93).
Second, some scholars accept "pu/lfactors" which are prospects of jobs, and higher
incomes, better living conditions. educational opportunities, · access to urban welfare
programmes, improved social conditions (Sezal, 1992: 36), and industrial projects, such as
reservoiı:s, ports, roads, air term inals, and so on (Parnwell, 1993: 6).
Third, Lewis argues that the way of developmeht in the tl:ıird world is to transfer
unlim ited supplies of labour from rural areas to the cities. And also he says that differences
between ı,ırban wage and subsistence wage in.the rural areas· supply this transformation. He
adds that for this aim, state must take on som.e responsibilities.
Finally, contrary to Lewis, for the Crevelopirıg world, Todaro suggests that two
factors cause the migration; the higher urban wage which assumed by rural migrants and
seein~ migration as one possible job search strategy migration (Thomas, 1'992: 93; Sezal,
1992: 39).
.
We can add to these reasons the success of most migrants in bettering their lives in
the cities reinforces the irrıportance of rural-urban differences. Karpat found that 90% of the
squatt~rs he surveyed in lstanbul were satisfıed with city life (Danielson and Keleş, 1980:
281 )6.

6

This percentage ofthe following studies are that; 93% of ali squatter dwellers in Akdere in
Tan ' s study (1993: 70), 91% in Aydoğan's study (1990: 163-164), 77% ·in Doğan's one
( 1990: 197), and so forth.
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in reality, migrants are either only pulled toward cities by pull factors or they are
pushed out of rural areas by push factors. As McGee said , ''the pull factors are increasingly
becoming important" (McGee, 1971: 55)~ in the pull factors, economic forces exerts the
strongest influence on the mobility decisions of people in the World, but social, cultural ,
political and environmental factors may determine the characteristics and impact of the
resultant movement (Parnwell , 1993 : 28). in this sense, as Parnwell said, " .. .each movement
is in its own unique" (Parnwell , 1993: 28).

2. The Squatter Settlement Asa Concept
Squatter settlements ha ve been defıned in a variety way of ways chiefly according to
their physical appearance or legal status. The United Nations refers to them simply as "nonlegal or illegal occupation ofland or construction ofbuildings by low-income people". The
Third World governments appear to define squatter settlements chiefly in legal terms and
regard them as an infringement on pr_ivate property rights (Karpat, 1976: 15-16). Turkish
7
Law also defıned squatter settlements with the same criteria. As for Turkish law , squatter
settlements (gecekondu) "dwellings erected, on the land and lots which do not belong to the
builder, without the consent of the owner, and without observing the l'aws and regulations
concerning construction and building8 (Danielson and Keleş, 1980: 272). in other words,
the squatter' settlement may be briefly defıned as " low-income residential areas
characterised by illegal or quasi-legal land occupation and construction" (Bastug, 1979: 1; '
Sezal, 1992: 57).
Payne (1984) argues that squatter settlements is a solution for low-cost housing in
the developing ·countries. Chana ( 1984, p.18) also accepts the squatter settlements as
response to the failure of the public and the private forma! sectors to supply enough housing
at affordable prices to meet the needs ofthe l?w-income households.

4..The General Characteristics of Migrants
The most striking general results in the developing countries are as follows: First, the
majority of migrants are young and unmarried adults. " ... being in transition between
adolescence and adulthood" is an advantage in the moving to the cities, because it makes
them "flexible and' able to adapt to new conditions." (Thomas, 1992: 92; Drakakis-Srnith,

7

Law 775 , July 20, 1966.
Bademli (1987: 44) defınes the squatter settlement as an "unauthorised housing". For
different nam es of the squatter settlemens in some developing countries, see Karpat ( 1<)76:
11 ); Keleş (1,990: 359).
8
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1996: 673)9. Receıitly, for instance, Alpar and Yener ( 1993: 27) surveyed in three big cities,
lstanbul, Ankara and İzmir, in Turkey and also reached a similar ·Conclusions, the basic
characteristic o(popu fation of squatter settlements ha ve young-aged condition. 10
Second, another characteristic of migrants is their .educational level. While extremely
poverty in soıne regions may drive. migrants to seek survival in the Cities, there is evidence
that in rriany cases ınigrants are above .average education for the region from which they
come, ev en ' if they are below average for the urban region to wh ich thet go. 11
Third, the ınajority of migrants are ·young males in Africa and Asia because of
patterns of ownership . . in contrast, feınales predominate in the in Philippines and Latin
America (McGee, 1971: 108- 1 14: Thomas, 1992: 92). 12

5. Efforts for Solution (World Experience)
•

1

The case studies show. that the policies and practices undertaken by different
countries in the world to cope with the problems of slums and squatter housing were
summerized by Aldrich and Sandhu ( 1995: 27-28) as follows:
1. One ofthe universal policies was.squatter clearance,
2. Another policy was of the "if you can't fıght theın, then join them" philosophy.
3. Ata more forma! level, and often with the support of international agencies, sitesand-services projects were introduced to try and upgrade these areas and provide higher
levels of services.
4. Perhaps the ınost faınous policy, "autonomous nousing'', was to let. t~e · squatter
groups con·stnıct their own housing with their own resources. For a while this was
considered to be the most effective policy. it generally involved providing some basic
resources to · tlıe residents of an. area to improve their own housing (Aldrich and Sandhu,
1995: 27-28).
.
9

For Turkish cases, see Yörükan (1968: 77-78); Şenyapılı (1981), Doğan (1990: 222); and
so forth.
·
.
1
For similar fındings, see Ersoy (1985: 137); İnal (1992: 59); Tan (1993: 46); and so foith.
11
For Turkişh cases, see Yörükan (1968: 38); f:rsoy (1.985); Alpar and Yener (1993: 24); ·
Görmez (1997). For instance, according to Ersoy's fınding (1985), migrants' educational
level are above average for the region to which they come.
12
· Reasons for female ın igrants, see ParnweH ( 1993: 5)

°
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iV. THE SQUATTER SETTLEME NTS iN TURKEY
1. Why are the Squatter Settlements?

Since the second World War Turkey has exper.ienced a period of intense
13
urban ization primari ly cau'sed by rural-urban migration • According to Bastug ( 1979: 186),
the causes of these intense urbanization lies ultimately in stnıctural changes occurring in the
nation's economy. Changes in the agricultural sectİ:ir, specifıcally ''mechanisation of
agriculture and a shi.ft to cash-cropping for national and int~rnational markets" .have result
in the large scale displacement of peasant and agricultural labourers. from rural areas and
agricultural occupations.
As in mos~ developing countries, urban migrants in Turkey have generated demand
low-cost housing that can not be met by the private market or government. Most private
housing is too expensive for .the poor the new comers, and government that would be
needed to supply hoiJsing for the millions who migrated to the cities after 1950. As in other
rapidly urbanizing societies, migrarits responded to the lack of housing by occupying land
illegally and building squatter settlements or gecekondu, which ·literally mdns housing
'built overnight' (Danielson and Keleş, 1980: 272; Bademli, .1987: 45).
The most important factor for squatter settlenıents. according to Sezal ( 1992: 76), is
that industrialization follows the urbanization . For instance, in Turkey between from 1950
.to 1985, the capacity of industrial employment has been 3.8 percentage. However the rate
of urbanization was 6.1 percentage. Although some of 2.3 percent population which ,pushed
out 9f industrial sector have found jobs in service sector, but, the others were absorbed by
unproductive sector (some scholars calls it asa "marginal sector") (Sezal, 1992: 76).
The rural-to-urban migration is oontinuing. The urban population increase between

1965 and. 1995 has gradually decreased (from· 2,52% to 1,85). The rate of urbanization, on

the other hand, has decrease a bit within the s11me period, bı,ıt this is not enough to reduce
the problems of the cities. The average urbanization rate within this period is 5,05% (Devlet
Planlarria Teşkilatı, 1996: 129). This condition indicates that an increasing urbanization
· trend will continue in the coming years.
This urban growth results in a number of serious problems. These include high-level
of urban unemployment and underemployment, as pointed out before, extreme pressure~
upon urban servicys and infrastructure, congestion, pollution as well as 9ther forms of
13

For details, ·see Şenyapılı (1978); Baştug (1979); Tekeli (1982), Kelet (1990); Sezal

(1992).
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environmental deterioration and significant
urban residents (Chougill, 1995: 403).

shoıtfalls

in the provision of housing for new

2. Efforts for Solution (Turkish Experience)
in most developing countries where they exist, squatter settlements were regarded as
a threat in Turkey by the established urban elite and middle class (Karpat, 1976: 62-65;
Bastug, 1979). This situation illustrates by Bastug (1979: 5-6) as follows: " ... the inifiaı
squatter settlemeı1ts built on the ' outskirts of Ankara and lstanbul, in the late forties and
early fifties, were regarded as potential source of danger and where met with sometimes
hysterical newspaper reports about impending invasion".
With pressure from middle and upper strata forced token efforts at the elimination.
Anothei· side growing voting power result in the growth of populist patterns and patronclient relationship squatters and local politicians (Bastug, 1979: Gilbert and Gugler, 1984).
Representing between 30 and 75 percent of the population in the major cities, Turkish
squatter settlements possess considerable voting power which enable them to force
concessions from city governments (Danielson and Keleş, 1985: 124-127). Bastug (1979: 79) also explains progress as follows: " ... periodic demolitions in the late fifties and early
sixties, which result in violent confrontations with police and gendarmes, were insufficient
.eith(fr to limit the growth of squatter settlements, or to stem the migration from rural areas.
Other measures, short of actual demolition were also used unsuccessfully ....Selective
enforcement of the law forbidding squatter settlements also result in opportunities for
bribery at the loca! level".
in short, politicians at any level are unwilling " ... to risk alienation of large segments
of the urban voters by destruction of squatter houses or removal of city services during in
election year" . in contrast, during election years, " ... squatter dwellers receive promises of
increased security of tenure and extended city services" (Bastug, ı 979: 11; Tokman, 1984:
98).
in Turkey, the measures-taken by governments fora solution to the squatter problem
can be investigated below.

1. in the pre-planned period three main policies had been applied. The first policy
was the motivation of the housing construction. State lands· were sold to the municipalities
wit)ı easy patting conditions. in addition to that, municipalities tried to prevent the
construction of squatter houses by buying cheap land form the varied state authorities and
disturbing them among homeless people.
The second policy was the prohibition of the squatter house construction by rneans
of various laws. in this policy, news laws followed each other to demolish the squatter
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houses built after the previous law and punish the builders.
The third policy; applied after the failure of the fırst two policies is the legalization
of the previously bui'lt squatter houses . Thus people who had built their squatter houses on
the state owned .lands, took over the lands 1.egally, unless their layouts and standards were
not in a very bad condition.
Before the planned period, squatters became a political power. Politicians played an
iınportant role in increasing the speed of squatter house construction by providing the ·
14
municipality services and legal titl.e s to these areas, especially in the election periods
(Ergün , 1991 : B 128; Keleş, 1990: 376-377).
2. The planned period started in the October 1962 and when the fırst fıve year plan
( 1963-1968) was prepared, there were 240.00Q squatter settleınents in Turkey.
in 1966 the "Sqııattel· Hoıısing Law" (No: 775) was passed, which was the fırst
legislation specifıcally concerned with squatter settleınents. This law gave the priority to
the presentation of the squatter areas by introducing the "Squatter Prevention Areas" and
aiıned the provision of infrastructure to the existing squatter houses. it intended to support
locally initiated housing with public utilities. "Sqııatter Prevention Projects ", never made
any signifıcant iınpact on the squatter side of the equation, however they gained soıne
currency. A reason for this was that they offered ınunicipalities the opportunity to
expropriate land for housing in general. As happened earlier in the case of Yenimahalle
"Sqııatter Settlemenı Prevention Projects "·did not reach target' groups. Thyy erided up as
middle income housing projects of limited scope" (Bademli, 1987: 68). A total number of
1.300 houses were built within the scope ofthis programıne .
Another two applications in these areas are the "Se((-Help Hoıısing" and "Core
Hoııses ". in the self-help housing, the ıninistry or ınunicipality help the inhabitants of the

squatter upgrading or eliınination areas who want to build.their own houses. This help ınay '
be in the form ofa limited credit and technical support or provision of l<ınd and material, if
available . This. application did not give successful results ·due to lack of fıscal sources, the.
diffıculty in fınding available large lands, and the failure in getting the necessary share from
the funds.
Core houses, on the other hand, is a type· of accommodation which is designed in a
core form. So that addition of new rooms in a later date is possible. Especially in

14

During this time, these laws were passed in a row, 1948 (No: 5218), 1948 (No: 5228),
1949 (No: 543 1 ), 1953 (No: 6188), 1959 (No: '7367) (Özelge; 1987).
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developiııg countries such houses are built with the support of th

governments and the
inhabitants may add new rooms as their levels increase. in the ırst fıve year planned
development period the principle of, building core .houses were s pported however, this
appl ication had_later been stopped si~ce 1966 (Ergün, 1991: B 130).
Accord ing to the Squatter Settlenıents Law, " fmprovemenı vf Sqııatter Setılements
Areas" would be realised by supplyiııg credits to höusehotders fo ~ l~ouse renovation .and to
loca! authorities for providing aııd improv.iııg services. Tokman (.1984: 99-100) says, "the
most important inıpact of the Squatter Settlements Law was on the improvement of
gecekondu areas. and in that respect legislation represents a radical change of attitude. in
fact. this. was the provisioıı of the legislation on which loca! authorities were particularly
active. By spending almost 60 p~rcent of nıunicipal hoı:ısing budgets on the · provision of
services. such as· public water supply, impro"vemeııt of loca! roads, electrical power, street
lightiııg. transportation. and by spreadipg .the limited fınancial resources on a mahalle 15
basis as widely as possible". 1"
This law al so proposed the "Demo/ition of ıhe Sqııa/ler Hoııses" in very bad
after the provisioıı of proper housing for their inhabitants. The idea is to demolish
th e squatter houses to be elinıinated and transfer .thefr inhabitants to legal houses prepared
wlthin the "Prevention Ared.ı· ''. A stage-by-stage demolition programme throughout the
country was beiııg considered, however the government was not able to provide the
suffıcieııt ııuıriber of houses for these people and th.is programme could not · have been
applied (Toknıan, 1984: 99; Ergün, 1991 : B 128-129). However these po·licies were not
successful and construction of squatter houses became away of making money. The housing
ı~ eed s continuously increased during the secoııd ( 1968-1973) and third fıve year
devt:lopment plaıı s (1973-1978), reaching to a number of .1.705.065 in the forth fıve year
developm ent plan . in this period Squatter Housing Law was amended to cover ali the
country, rather than each separate municipality (Ergün, 1991: B 128) 17 • With this time new
law was passed in 1976 (No: 19.90) as before.
coııdition

The latest exam'ples of faws were passed in 1983 (No: 2805), 1984 (No: 2981 ), 1986
(No: 3290), 1987 (No: 3366) legalising built prior to date 1 ~. Öanielson and Keleş ( 1985: 31)
sum up essence of laws that. '' ... public policy for the most part h'a( been pernıissive toward.
migrants once they reach the cities, providing rudiınentary services to the newcomers and
" it is the most smallest governmental unit in Turkey . .
See also Ergün ( 1991: B 130).
17
Fora detail critiques of"Squatter Housing Law'' application, See şenyapılı ( 1996: 2).
18
For critiques of tlıese laws, see Kelet ( 1987: 42-47); Bastug ( 1979): Danielson and Kelet
( 1985); Kelet ( 1987: 41-42): Özelge ( 1987): Kelet ( 1990); Ergün ( 1991 ).
1
"
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accepting their illegal dwellings". 19

'

.

The fıfth fıve year development plan proposed a variation in the credit conditions
depending on whether the construction was being done by a co-operative. a ınass housing
system. a constructor oran individual. This plan also proposed the est~blishment ofa "Mass
Housing Fund"; a reduction in the amount of tlıe land, allocated for hou~ing and the use of
governınent sources iıı planning, infrastructure and land provision stages.
in the sixth fıve year development plan, the goals include building houses on lands
already provided with infrastructure to the areas allocated for housing and preparing core
house design with,in the self-help lıousing programs (Ergi.in, 1991: B128- 129).
in the seventh fıve 'year developınent plan. the housing production will be
encouraged through appropriate instruınents that will not constitıite an extra burden for the
government budget . to cope with the housing problems. Ali practices· concerning
urbanization , will be ·handled in a comprelıensive manner and urban land. lıousing and
infrastructure and implementation will be conducted by central and loca! administrations in
co-ordination. The legislation pertaining to the squatters will be amended to match the
actualities. Periodical censuses for housing will be launched. in order to get updated data, a
"Hoıısing Daıa Bank" will be established (State Planniıı"g Organization, 1995: 193-194).
1

Table 5 shows the housing need and slıortage in tlıe planned develop.ment periods.
Today, total shortage of houses is 1.960.873 . lf it is considered that a family has 4 meınbers, '
it can be calculated that 7.843.492 people live in informal houses 20 (squatter settlements)
1991: B 129).
,./ (Ergün,
lf we compare Keleş ' s aı;ıd Ergün's estimations, we might see that in 1990 (in the
end of the fıfth fıve year developınent plan), according to Ergün, the shortage of the
housing was 1.593.273, Keleş ( ı 990: 369), on tlıe other hand, estimates the numbers of
informal housing as 1.750.000, in 1990. This condition shows that the squatter settleınents
· fılls the gap between the housing need and the housing production .

19

Fora similar asssessment, see· Bademli (1987: 68).
According to study of Atalay et al. ( 1993: 48), average ofa household in Turkey is 4,75
persons. With this average, the shortage oflıouses is calculated 9.314. 147 people. ·

20
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Table 5 : Hqusing shortage in planned
Phıııııed

period

ı"

fi ve year
2"d fıve year
3rc1 fıve year
4' 11 fıve year
5t lı fıve yeaı;

6th five year
7th fıve year
Total

Housiııg ııeed

418.793
900.000
1.220.000
ı .705.206
1.491 .000
l.838.000
2.540.000
10. 112.999

developınent

periods in Turkey

Housiııg

production
348.420
713.720
976 .36 1
940.225
1. 161.000
1.470.400

Housing
shortage
70.373
186.280
241.639
764.981
330.000
367.600

-

-

5.612.126

1.960.873

Source: (Ergün , 1991: B 129).
According to Keleş's estim ations, one-third of the total urban population in Turkey
was li ving in the squatter settleınents in 1990 (Keleş, 1990: 369). The condition has been
chan gecl a bit, especially in the ınetropolitan areas, by the efforts of the "Mass Housing
21
Adminisıration " • it supp lied credits to co-operatives, mass housing producers and
individu als. in tlı is sen se. 1.O 14.488 housing were constructed between 1984 and 1996 (end
of Jun e). For example, in Ankara, tlıe two-third of the urban population was living in the
squatter sett l enı e nts in 1980 (Keleş , 1990: 369). But, today , according to Şenyapı l ı's
findin g, the rate has been decreased to 54% (Şenyapılı and Türe l, 1996: 30). in this getting
better, the share ofthe Mass 1-Ious in g Administration is too highP .
in the end. it would not be wrong to say that neither the public nor the private sector
lıave been successful in the housing production to supply the housing need up to now. in

other words, tlıe squatter settlements are stil i an important problem in Turkish urbanization
as well as the oth er Thircl World cou ntri es.

21

Law 2983. 1984. For about credential system of the "Mass Hqusing Adm inisıration ". see
Türkiye Cumhuriyeti Batbakanlyk Toplu Konut İdaresi Başkan lı ğ ı (1997).
22
For a critica l approaclı about the changing of credential systeın of the "Mass Hoıısing
Administration" and its fa ilures, see Kelet ( 1990).
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V. CONCLUSI ON

According to Keleş ( l 987a: 43), "a closer look at ali these changes seems to indicate
that despite ali efforts ınade by the governıne nt , housing deficit of lower and middle .income
fanıilies wi ll cont inu e to increase in the foreseeable future". And he adds, "i n addition the
en largement of tlıe scope of ali middle and lower income groups in the soc iety asa wlıo le ,
makes the task of the housing reformers more diffıcult. Housing finance mechanisms
availab le at the present, .. .exclude an increasing number of middle and lower income gr.oups
from benefiting the existing opportunities. Rental housing as an alternative is not given ,
consideration .. .." (Keleş, l 987a: 43).
in that case, what are the reasons of the wroııg policies of the governments?
According to Lineberry and Sharskansky ( 1974: 181 ), the basic reason of tlıe wrong
policies that decision ıııakers have often more eager to proclaim and adopt policies than to
ev.a lu ate and ana lyse their iınpacts . in other words, researclı on policy inıpacts has been
limited. Tlıe informatioQ available t~ decision makers is scarce. Public policy is at least
partially ınade "in the dark". and based on in suffıcient information about probable impact
on the environment (with broad meaning). in fact, according to them, " ... our own pos ition is
that the problem of knowledge is in the long run more important than the problem of
money". Because, " .. .money does not buy happiness neither does it quarantee the solution
of an urban problem. unless it is used wisely and well" (Lineberry and: Sharskansky, 1974:
181).
in the long period, success iri meeting basic needs in urban she lter wil l depend, in
large part on tlıe improvement of the " urban management" to plan · and execute land,
services, aiıd housing schemes for the huge numbers of low-income households who are
current ly excluded from urban housing programınes, as well as an overall national policy
focusing on the basic needs of the poor (Baınberger and Deneke, 1984: 52).
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